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Are you ready to rise as a phoenix leader?

    Like the storied bird that rose from the ashes to fly again, the phoenix leader, says San Diego University management professor James A. Belasco, can help her organization "rise from the ashes in our environment of dizzying change and unequaled instability."

    Belasco says phoenix leaders:

-	Surface facts and issues - They provide their people with three P's:  the power to search out the facts, the protection to spend the resources to surface the real issues, and the permission to make mistakes along the way.

-	Engage people through personal contact - "You may have heard about near-death experiences," Belasco comments.  "Well, work for many people is a series of near-life experiences.  They don't feel engaged in and passionate about what they do on a day-to-day basis."  Phoenix leaders know how to create passionate engagement for their people, he states, through actions that reach employees at a personal level - such as regular, direct communication with workers at all levels.

-	Prioritize resources - "These leaders don't just say they can't do everything they would like to do, they deal with it by consciously setting priorities."

-	Unleash ownership - Belasco says many leaders will kill the natural motivation that most folks feel towards their work "by telling employees what they can't do."  Phoenix leaders do the opposite, giving their people wider latitude.  "Jerre Stead, CEO of Ingram Micro, upped his unit managers' spending authority from $10,000 to $500,000.  He gave heads of major offices a $10 million limit."

-	Energize learning - Phoenix leaders "get their people directly involved in learning-centric rather than just doing-centric activities," because they understand that energy is spurred by learning opportunities.  Phoenix leaders recognize greater power in knowledge rather than in rank.

-	Leave a legacy of growth - Phoenix leaders don't wish to preside over the organization's years of greatest growth, Belasco says.  "They want to leave the company in a position to grow even faster after they leave."

Belasco and co-author Jerre Stead explain phoenix leadership in Soaring With 
the Phoenix (Warner, 1999, $25.00, 800-759-0190).




